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Closed Back Thermoplastic Double Row Terminal Blocks 

Closed Back Phenolic Double Row Terminal Blocks

Single Row Terminal Blocks 

Open Back Phenolic Double Row Terminal Blocks

Military/Navy Terminal Blocks and Accessories 

Heavy Duty Terminal Blocks 

Power Blocks 

Sectional Terminal Blocks 

DIN Sectional Blocks 

Fuse Holders 

Stud Blocks 

Product families GSS distribute include: 
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As an authorised distributor, Global Supply Services provides the European market with a 

comprehensive range of Marathon Special Products Terminal Blocks and accessories.  

For over 60 years, Marathon Special Products have been an industry leading manufacturer 

engaged in the design and sale of Terminal Blocks and Fuse Holders, which provide circuit 

protection and interconnection 

Based in Bowling Green, Ohio, USA, Marathon is part of the Regal Beloit Corporation, a leading 

manufacturer of electronic products that serve numerous industries throughout the world. 



An Innovative Provider of Global Procurement, 

Logistics and Supply Chain Management

Our world-leading managed supply chain services are capable of handling your requirements, 

ensuring that your inventory is delivered on-time directly to your manufacturing facilities. 

On a daily basis, we are responsible for the sourcing and distribution of thousands of parts to 

hundreds of customers that from small independent traders through to large global corporations. 

In addition to our supply services, we can also provide your production lines with access to locally 

stored buffer stock that is available at a fixed annual price, giving you the opportunity to take 

advantage of favourable market conditions at a moment’s notice. 

Formed in 2002 and as part of the highly respected Cyclops Group, we have a foothold in the 

European, North American and the Far East markets, offering our customers a truly global presence 

when it comes to the sourcing and delivery of their electronic inventories. 

Global procurement expertise, to deliver the best quality parts, on 

time and at a competitive price.

Reduced inventory and stock availability on a pay on consume 

basis, increases cash flow

Locally available inventory with fixed annual pricing

Cost effective vendor and inventory reduction 

programmes

A transparent approach to the procurement and movement 

of all your stock

Access to GSS' value added services, such as electronic 

manufacturing and excess inventory management
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